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The following map features the five major biomes and their most important sub-categories. The
map was based on data. Mr R.'s biome poem about the Arctic Tundra. Polar bears, an arctic fox,
Some seals enjoy the freeze, Whales swimming,Eating krill,In the cold dark seas.
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TEENs learn about the taiga forest biome. The largest of the land biomes is known for its
evergreen trees. Plants. Animals. Climate. Desert Biome. The Mojave or Mohave Desert, is the
smallest of the four North American deserts. It lies in South Eastern. Tropical Rainforest Poem
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Plants. Animals. Climate. Desert Biome. The Mojave or Mohave Desert, is the smallest of the
four North American deserts. It lies in South Eastern.
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Mr R.'s biome poem about the Arctic Tundra. Polar bears, an arctic fox, Some seals enjoy the
freeze, Whales swimming,Eating krill,In the cold dark seas. Read this essay on Biomes Poems.
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